
Week 4 Agenda: Tired to Inspired

I. Now I have all these topics, how do I stay focused?

This  is the structural part of this course that will really keep you on track! You must put into writing 
with dates attached what you are going to blog about. These are not written in stone but you will 
always have this system to fall back on. Planning out your calendar a month, a quarter or a year at a 
time will also help you with consistency and focus in your business planning. Your blog should relate 
to what you are trying to promote/sell at a given time in your business. 

Whether you started with a mind map, some doodling or a list in a Word document, you must organize 
this information into a calendar in order for it to be effective.

Here are some suggestions for getting/staying organized:

• Use a spreadsheet - this allows for most options and flexibility (make sure you have access to it! 

Use Google docs or Evernote) 

• Use Google or Outlook or iCal and write topics on each day

• Use a paper calendar and write the post topic on each day

• Use a Word .doc and place dates beside each post

• Use a wipe-off wall calendar

• Wordpress Plug-in

II. Last words on SEO and structuring each blog post 

III. Promoting your Blog

Create a system or checklist that you do every time you write a post. 
For example and as a bare minimum:

• Post your blog to Facebook

• Write 3 Tweets related to your post and schedule them during one day at different times

• Post your blog in LinkedIn as an update and in different groups that are pertinent to 
your topic

For more advanced techniques, see this brilliant and thorough article by Kim Roach:
http://www.buzzblogger.com/21-steps-to-1000-visitors-per-day/


